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INTRODUCTION
This catalogue describes French voyage books associated with the "grands voyages", the major French
enterprises of discovery and exploration of the early nineteenth century, dating from Baudin’s voyage
at the start of the century and closing with Dumont d’Urville’s second voyage, completed in 1840. These
form part of the collection of a long-term client and friend of Hordern House, with a few additions; their
collection has been assembled over several decades, with books acquired from ourselves as well as from
other specialist dealers.
Please note that all prices are in Australian dollars.

More images, currency conversions and in some cases extensive descriptions, will be found on our
website by clicking the symbol
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170. [BAUDIN VOYAGE] PERON, Francois & Louis de FREYCINET.
Voyage de Découvertes aux Terres Australes…
Handsome set of the complete official edition, six parts in five volumes, uniformly bound in French quarter calf and marbled
boards, corners pointed in vellum.

Historique:
Two-volume quarto narrative text, with portrait frontispiece and two folding tables. 1807/1816.
Two-part large quarto atlas bound as a single volume containing 40 plates (23 coloured and two folding) and 14 maps (two
double-page); the plates in the part 1 atlas numbering from II onwards (as always, since the general map of the Australian continent was moved to the part 2 atlas during the course of publication). 1811.

Navigation et Géographie
Quarto text volume. 1815.
Imperial folio hydrographical atlas, with engraved title, contents and 32 engraved charts. 1812. Paris, Imprimerie Impériale [Royale],
1807-1816.

The great French voyage of the Napoleonic period, the ambitious voyage to the “terres Australes”
or southern continent under Baudin, chronicled by its participants Louis de Freycinet (later to
command his own voyage) and the scientist François Péron, and published in six separate parts
over a period of ten years. This is an extremely good set of the full offbaudinicial publication of
the voyage. The narrative of the expedition was begun by Péron, and completed by Freycinet
after Péron’s death. A tacit agreement, both authors having hugely disliked Baudin, kept the
commander’s name mostly absent from the account of the expedition.
The Baudin voyage has been characterised as the last great Enlightenment voyage, and was
perhaps its purest expression, combining as it did scientific curiosity and research, territorial and
geo-political ambition, and the spirit of enquiry on the widest scale. Sent out in 1800, in the first
year of Napoleon’s consulate, and only two years after the Napoleonic expedition to Egypt, the
ships of the expedition returned to France laden with specimens and replete with information in
March of 1804, just two months before the Senate’s proclamation of Napoleon as Emperor. Live
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specimens from the “terres Australes” went directly to Joséphine and Napoleon’s château at
Malmaison on the outskirts of Paris, where kangaroos, emus and black swans would make
their unlikely home in the imperial parkland under young gum and wattle trees brought back
by the explorers. Although no trace of the introduced vegetation survives in the present-day,
much reduced, gardens of Malmaison, the vignette on the title-page of this voyage account,
with its legend “La Nouvelle-Hollande mieux connue - vegetaux utiles naturalisés en France”,
memorialises this extraordinary European acclimatisation of the southern exotic.
Although the iconography of the southern land may not otherwise have translated into art,
design and couture as completely as did the iconographic results of the Egyptian campaign,
nonetheless the two can bear comparison in the collection of artefacts and natural curiosities,
as well as topographical and other details, and their absorption into their host culture. The
two works whose publication overlapped have a certain similarity of approach and are equal
testaments to the ambitions of the Emperor.
The Atlas Historique contains a series of wonderful coloured plates, some of the most beautiful
of early views of Australia and fine natural history images, while the superb series of portraits
of First Nations people represents the most compassionate yet honest portrayal of the displaced natives to be seen in any of the early voyage accounts. These exceptional illustrations
are mostly by the remarkable artist Charles-Alexandre Lesueur: “Lesueur’s scientific work
runs parallel to artistic work of great importance. He was at one and the same time draughtsman and painter, naturalist and landscape artist. His talent was recognised in France in his
own lifetime, by the award… of the silver medal of the Société des Beaux-Arts…” (Baudin
in Australian Waters, p. 26). The portraits of named Aboriginal people, chiefly by by NicolasMartin Petit, are among the most beautiful ever conceived in their depiction of Australian First
Nations persons, particularly those of Tasmania.
The cartography of the voyage was of crucial interest: Baudin’s instructions had included
specific orders to complete the cartographic survey of the Australian coast; their examination
of the western and southern coasts and Tasmania, as well as parts of the northern and eastern
coasts, coincided with Flinders’ circumnavigation, the two expeditions famously meeting
up at the consequently named Encounter Bay in South Australia. With Flinders’ subsequent
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imprisonment by the French, his captors were first into print with their mapping of Australia,
the great Hydrographical Atlas appearing in 1812, two years before the publication of Flinders’
narrative and charts, and thus the first full Australian atlas, a remarkable achievement for
visitors rather than settlers.
The official account of the Baudin voyage appeared over ten years, in two quite distinct sections.
This is the full set with both sections together in matching bindings: four parts bound in three
volumes represent the official narrative of the voyage (usually seen on its own and sometimes
referred to as the “general reader’s edition”), published between 1807 and 1816 as two volumes
of text and a small folio atlas in two parts (including some charting, chiefly of specific ports, and
the famous views and portraits of native peoples). The second part, in two volumes, which was
quite separately published and actually distributed by a different bookseller, published between
1812 and 1815, is the much rarer Hydrography of the voyage with its large-scale coastal mapping of Australia appearing as an imperial folio atlas accompanied by the volume of partly
narrative text.
The famous map of the Australian continent, the first such complete and detailed chart to
appear in print, remains one of the most beautiful of all maps of Australia. It had immense
geo-political significance, with virtually the entire southern coast of Australia labelled “Terre
Napoléon”, indicating French colonial ambitions. Controversial even today, the map is often
said to have been at least partly based on Flinders’ charts and papers seized by the French.
Much of the Baudin coastal exploration was commemorated by the numerous place-names
along the Australian coast, especially in Tasmania and Western Australia.
Chadenat, 148; Davidson, Book Collector’s Notes, pp.108-10; Dunmore, French Explorers in the Pacific II, pp.9-40; Ferguson, 449, 536, 603; Hill, 1329
(Historique only); Plomley, The Baudin Expedition and the Tasmanian Aborigines 1802; Sharp, Discovery of Australia, pp.232-39; Wantrup, 78a, 79a,
80a, 81.

$84,000 [5000422 at hordern.com]				
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OFFICIAL ACCOUNT OF THE BAUDIN EXPEDITION: THE GENERAL READER’S SET
171. [BAUDIN VOYAGE] PERON, François & Louis FREYCINET.
Voyage de Découvertes aux Terres Australes…
Two volumes, quarto, and large quarto atlas in two parts containing 41 full-page engravings, many in original handcolouring, and
14 fine charts; the text volumes uncut; a fine set in modern quarter morocco. Paris, Imprimerie Impériale, 1807-1816.

First edition: this set takes the form in which the book is usually seen, comprising the full
narrative account and the Atlas Historique with its superb coloured plates. The important
Atlas Hydrographiquewith accompanying text volume were separately published and distributed by a different bookseller: they are only very rarely found accompanying the official
narrative (see previous item for such a set).
This set takes the form in which the book is usually seen, comprising the full narrative account
and the Atlas Historique with its superb coloured plates. The important Atlas Hydrographique
with accompanying text volume were separately published and distributed by a different
bookseller: they are only very rarely found accompanying the official narrative.
Davidson, ‘A Book Collector’s Notes’, pp. 108-10; Hill, 1329; Plomley, The Baudin Expedition and the Tasmanian Aborigines; Sharp, ‘Discovery of
Australia’, pp. 232-9; Wantrup, 78a & 79a.

$32,000 [4504309 at hordern.com]				
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A BEAUTIFUL SET OF THE RARE AND DESIRABLE REVISED SECOND EDITION WITH ITS EXTRA PLATES
172. [BAUDIN VOYAGE] PERON, François & Louis FREYCINET.
Voyage de Découvertes aux Terres Australes…
Four volumes, octavo, with a frontispiece portrait of Péron; and a quarto atlas, containing a double-page map, seven full-page charts, two
fine double-page views, 27 superb handcoloured engraved plates and 31 uncoloured plates; a few odd spots or stains, but an excellent set
in a French romantique binding of quarter maroon calf, flat spines blocked in gilt and black, double black labels, marbled sides, endpapers
and edges. Paris, Arthus Bertrand, 1824.

The significant and rare second edition, extensively altered, of the official account of the important
Baudin voyage to Australia and the Pacific: a beautiful copy of this scarce book, in a charming French
romantique binding.
This revised version of the narrative of the Baudin voyage is notably scarce on the market, rarer than
the first by a factor of perhaps ten or more. This is only the second copy that we have handled of
this second edition, now with us for a second time; it is of particular interest and significance for the
Australian collector. It was extensively revised, by Louis de Freycinet himself: his revisions include
an implicit abandonment of French territorial ambitions in Australia: the first edition of the book
was published before Flinders’s delayed account, because of the English navigator’s imprisonment
by the French on Mauritius. It had included a series of maps of the Australian coastline with French
placenames, which were quietly dropped from this second edition to be replaced by a splendid series
of twenty-five new engravings, unique to this edition, including five more portraits of First Nations
people to extend the beautiful series better known to us from the first edition. There are also fine plates
of South Africa and Timor.
It is on the general map of Australia that Freycinet, in the post-Napoleonic era, has famously changed
many of the place-names back to their English versions. We can also point out another significant
change: the celebrated vignette on the engraved title of the atlas volume depicting Malmaison and its
Australian menagerie and arboretum has been re-engraved: no longer is the map at centre front lettered “Terre Napoleon”; it has quietly become “Nlle Hollande”.
The plates new to this edition include four important portraits of named Australian Aboriginal
persons to extend the beautiful series familiar to us from the first edition. There is also a most
important engraved sheet of music, the first notation of any indigenous Australian music and
including a rendering of the Aboriginal cooee call (Cou-hé, described as the “Cri de Ralliement”).
Davidson, ‘A Book Collector’s Notes’, p. 109; Ferguson, 978 & 979; this edition not in the catalogue of the Hill collection; Wantrup, 82.

$38,500 [5000443 at hordern.com]					
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OBITUARY FOR FRANÇOIS PÉRON, BAUDIN VOYAGER AND CHRONICLER
173. [BAUDIN VOYAGE] [PERON] DELEUZE, Joseph Philippe François.
Notice historique sur M. Péron.
Quarto, [ii], 28 pp. and a final blank leaf; uncut; a fine copy in modern boards, leather label. Paris, N.P., N.D. [1810].

Rare first version, separately published, of the naturalist Deleuze’s long obituary of François
Péron which appeared soon after Péron’s death. A later version which appeared the following
year was published as an extract from the Annales of the Museum d’Histoire Naturelle and
showed publication details in more conventional form
Editor of the first portion of the official account of Baudin’s voyage (which was completed after
his death by the explorer Freycinet), Péron had travelled as zoologist-anthropologist on the
voyage, and was effectively the leader of those who took issue with the commander’s negative
attitude to the aims of the scientists on the voyage. Péron certainly took his revenge after Baudin’s
death: nowhere in the text of the account of the voyage is Baudin’s name mentioned; and while
no Australian placename commemorates the commander’s name, Peron Peninsula is a sizeable
memorial to the scientist.
Péron (1775-1810) was born in Cérilly, and originally intended to join the priesthood, but
reluctantly joined the army in 1792 to defend Landau. Wounded and imprisoned, he spent the
following two years locked up in the Fortress of Magdeburg, during which time he lost sight in
one eye: when he finally returned to France in 1794 this injury meant that he was invalided out of
the army. He won a scholarship to study medicine in Paris but in 1800, crossed in love, he sought
refuge on the Baudin voyage, where he was appointed as a trainee zoologist. Péron and Baudin
clashed continually, but when the two senior zoologists died, the young man was promoted, and
proved himself an able scientist.
On his return from the voyage, Péron was given the task of preparing the narrative account
for publication, but his health - never good - was deteriorating, and despite time spent on the
Mediterranean coast trying to recuperate, he died at home in Cérilly in December 1810 from
tuberculosis, his boon companion and the expedition’s fine artist Lesueur by his side. Lesueur
was devastated, and as an homage to his friend commissioned this as well as an elegy by Alard
published in 1811.
Not in Ferguson, though the later edition is recorded in Addenda as 510cc; not in the catalogue of the Hill collection.

$4200 [5000457 at hordern.com]					
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A BAUDIN SAILOR MEMORIALISED BY A DENTRECASTEAUX VETERAN
174. [BAUDIN] JURIEN DE LA GRAVIERE, Jean Pierre Edmond.
L’amiral Baudin.
Small octavo, with seven folding maps: a good copy in the original printed pale blue wrappers. Paris, Librairie Plon, 1888.

First edition of this life of Charles Baudin, who had sailed as a young man on the Baudin
expedition to the Terres Australes; Charles was not related to the commander Nicolas Baudin.
His biographer Jurien de la Gravière was himself a voyage veteran, a French naval high-up
who had sailed on the D’Entrecasteaux expedition in the 1790s.
Baudin (1792-1854) sailed as a midshipman on the Géographe, but on his return became active
in the Napoleonic Wars, seeing much action against the British. He remained loyal to Napoleon, and as a result was sidelined into the merchant marine after 1816. He eventually returned
to active service after 1830, and rose to the rank of Rear Admiral, notably seeing action in the
famous “Pastry War” against Mexico in 1838. His later career saw him briefly deployed to
South America, before he returned to take over the French Mediterranean Fleet.
‘The role of Baudin in Texas history has been compared to that of the Marquis de Lafayette
in the American Revolution, because Baudin and Lafayette personified France’s aid to the
young republics during their struggles for independence. After a distinguished career Baudin
was promoted to admiral by Napoleon III only days before his death, on June 7, 1854.’ (The
Handbook of Texas, online version).
Not recorded by Ferguson (who does note related work by the author).

$885 [5000490 at hordern.com]				
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LESUEUR IN AMERICA
175. [BAUDIN] [LESUEUR] LOIR, Adrien.
Charles-Alexandre Lesueur Artiste et Savant Français en Amérique…
Large octavo, 42 plates; in marbled parchment boards, original wrappers. Le Havre, Museum d’histoire naturelle, 1920.

A detailed and surprisingly rare monograph on the Baudin voyage artist and naturalist
Lesueur and the later period of his life spent in America, which includes a brief summary of
his work on the Baudin expedition. He is renowned for his exceptional illustrations in the
official publication of the voyage: ‘Lesueur’s scientific work runs parallel to artistic work of
great importance. He was at one and the same time draughtsman and painter, naturalist and
landscape artist. His talent was recognised in France in his own lifetime, by the award… of the
silver medal of the Société des Beaux-Arts…’ (Baudin in Australian Waters, p. 26).
This publication is of particular interest for Lesueur’s later career. In 1815, he travelled to
the United States with the American geologist William Maclure, and in 1825 joined the New
Harmony commune in Indiana soon after it was founded. It was during this period that he
cemented his reputation as a naturalist, especially for his work in conjunction with the American Thomas Say.
$825 [3604442 at hordern.com]				
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FIRST PUBLICATION OF THE THÉTIS VOYAGE. WITH SUPERB LITHOGRAPHS
176. [BOUGAINVILLE, Hyacinthe Y.P.P. de] TOUANNE, Vicomte de la.
Album pittoresque de la frégate La Thétis et de la corvette l’Espérance…
Large folio, half-title, title-page, and 44 pp text (with seven vignettes in the text) followed by the series of 35 lithograph plates; a fine copy in
French quarter calf and marbled boards, with vellum tips. Paris, chez Bulla, 1828.

This fine series of views with accompanying text was the first published account of the important
voyage of Hyacinthe de Bougainville in the Thétis (1824-26), separately issued some nine years before
the official account of this voyage. Edmond de la Touanne, a friend and protégé of Bougainville (and
referred to in Bougainville’s journal as “faithful companion of my travels”), sailed on the expedition as
lieutenant de vaisseau. Because of the haste with which the expedition was manned, no official artist was
sent; as Bougainville remarks, no pictorial record of the expedition would have survived but for de la
Touanne’s sketches.
Hyacinthe de Bougainville, son of the great eighteenth-century navigator, sailed as an eighteen-year-old
ensign on the Baudin voyage. After distinguished service in the Napoleonic Wars, he was given command of the Thétis, only the second French frigate to be commissioned for a circumnavigation, the first
having been his father’s ship the Boudeuse. The expedition’s most important visit was to Sydney where
they stayed three months. Having been given secret orders to report on the defence capabilities of British settlements, the French officers travelled as widely as possible within the colony. Their investigations
of Botany Bay, Camden, the Warragamba River and the Blue Mountains are well recorded in Bougainville’s diaries (translated by Marc Serge Rivière as The Governor’s Noble Guest, Miegunyah Press, 1999).
This rare and beautiful voyage album has considerable Australian textual content, as well as the three
famous views of the Nepean River that resulted from their inland travels: a view of the Nepean where it
is joined by Glenbrook Creek, with kangaroos on the river bank and a group of Aboriginal people in the
middle distance; a view of the Norton Waterhole on the Nepean River with members of the expedition
being rowed across the river in two boats watched by a group of Aborigines; and a view of the Nepean
Gorge below Macarthur’s house Camden Park, with a group of First Nations people around a fire on the
shore. There is also a fine engraved vignette of the expedition’s ships under sail south of Tasmania, in
the heavy seas which forced them to abandon their visit to Hobart and continue directly to Port Jackson.
This is an essential companion to Bougainville’s official account which when finally published would
include a further seven Australian views after De la Touanne’s drawings.
Dictionary of Australian Artists Online, Touanne; Ferguson, 1204; Hill, 161; Sabin, 6874.

$24,750 [5000395 at hordern.com]						
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RARE OFFICIAL NARRATIVE WITH SUPERB ILLUSTRATIONS
177. BOUGAINVILLE, Hyacinthe Y.P.P. de
Journal de la navigation autour du globe de la frégate La Thétis et de la corvette
l’Esperance…
Two volumes, quarto, text, with folio atlas; 56 engraved or lithograph plates and maps in the atlas, many coloured by hand; an
excellent set in handsome French period romantique binding of quarter blue polished calf, flat spines lettered and decorated in
gilt, marbled sides with blue calf tips to the corners. Paris, Arthus Bertrand, 1837.

Hyacinthe de Bougainville, son of the great eighteenth-century navigator, sailed as an
eighteen-year-old ensign on the Baudin voyage. After distinguished service in the Napoleonic
Wars, he was given command of the Thétis, only the second French frigate to be commissioned
for a circumnavigation, the first having been his father’s ship the Boudeuse. The expedition’s
most important visit was to Sydney where they stayed three months. Having been given secret
orders to report on the defence capabilities of British settlements, the French officers travelled
as widely as possible within the colony. Their investigations of Botany Bay, Camden, the Warragamba River and the Blue Mountains are well recorded in Bougainville’s diaries (translated
by Marc Serge Rivière as The Governor’s Noble Guest, Miegunyah Press, 1999). The voyage took
more than two years and as well as th elkng stay in Sydney they visited amongst other places
Pondicherry, Manila, Macao, Surabaya, Valparaiso and Rio de Janeiro. Bougainville returned
to France with a fine collection of natural history specimens, and the official account of the
voyage was handsomely published in this form after a delay of some 11 years.
The major purpose of the expedition was political and strategic, and Bougainville’s first report
of 1826 gave the French government a survey of colonial possessions in Asia and of the military strength of Manila; as well as accounts of Singapore, the Australian colonies, and Spanish
America. Bougainville’s advice was taken into account in the development of French strategy
and diplomacy in the Pacific during the 19th century.
The fine plates in the atlas include a number of Australian views which are not generally as
well known as the images from other French voyages of the 19th century. Almost one-third of
the 56 superb lithograph plates concern Australia.
Ferguson, 2236; Hill, 162; Sabin, 6875.

$32,500 [5000335 at hordern.com]				
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THE OFFICIAL ACCOUNT OF THE VOYAGE OF THE ASTROLABE: A COMPLETE SET, WITH THE SUPERB PLATES UNBOUND
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178. DUMONT D’URVILLE, Jules Sebastien César (with François ARAGO, Pierre

Adolphe LESSON, Achille RICHARD, Jean René Constant QUOY, Joseph Paul
GAIMARD, Pierre André LATREILLE, and others).
Voyage de la corvette l’Astrolabe…
Together 13 text volumes (12 octavo and one quarto), and five folio atlas volumes, with the more than five hundred plates that
they contain uncut, unpressed and unbound; the text volumes in good French library bindings of dark cloth with maroon leather
labels; the atlases, in matching dark cloth portfolios whose covers each incorporate an original (rare) livraison or parts wrapper,
are stored in four handsome quarter dark blue morocco bookform cases, with the hydrographical atlas in a matching binding.
Paris, J. Tastu, 1830-1833.

The lavish and copiously illustrated publication of Dumont d’Urville’s 1826-29 circumnavigation in the Astrolabe, the first of his two great voyages and one of the most important of all
French voyages to the Pacific. This enormous description of the voyage is of huge interest and
importance for its extensive natural history, and for its wonderful topographical views, as well
as anthropological studies and records of native artefacts. Altogether the superb collection in
eighteen volumes contains five hundred and forty-four plates, more than half of them coloured,
and fifty-three maps, twenty-five of them large double-page printings.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THIS SET
In this set, the 527 superb plates that belong to the several pictorial Atlases are loose in portfolios, unbound as first issued, in the largest possible format with uncut edges. (The other 17
plates belong to the text volumes). The Atlas plates are stored in five portfolios, contained in four
specially made bookform cases. The five portfolio covers have been prepared incorporating an
original front wrapper from the first livraison or part of each atlas: the atlases were published in
wrappered parts containing either five or six plates at a time, about a fortnight apart. Each atlas
is thus identified by its rare original first wrapper.
This is an example of the regular issue of the publication with the text printed on “grand-raisin”
paper and the plates on “jésus-vélin satiné” paper, and complete with the Hydrographique text
and atlas, which were an optional subscription. Since the edges are uncut, the plates are the full
“jésus” size of 540 x 360 mm. (Typically in a bound set the plates in the Atlas volumes would be
trimmed down to about 525 x 345 mm).
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The set is composed as follows:
TEXTS:
Histoire du Voyage by Dumont d’Urville. Ten parts in five volumes, octavo, with nine engraved
plates and 94 text woodcuts. Paris, 1830-33. Eight of the plates form a series of illustrations of
Aboriginal ceremonies.
Botanie by Lesson & Richard. I. Essai d’une Flore de la Nouvelle Zelande. II. Sertum Astrolabianum. Two
volumes in one, octavo. Paris, 1832-4.
Zoologie by Quoy & Gaimard. Four volumes, octavo, with eight lithograph plates. Paris, 1830-35.
Entomologie by Boisduval. I. Lepidoptères. II. Coleoptères. Two parts in one volume, octavo. Paris,
1832-35.
Philologie by Dumont d’Urville. Two parts in one volume, octavo. Paris, 1833-34.
Observations Nautiques, Meteorologiques, Hydrographiques et de Physique by Dumont d’Urville. Large
quarto, with two folding tables. Paris, 1833-34.
ATLASES:
Atlas Historique. Two thick folio folders containing unbound plates, uncut, with three title-pages,
eight maps as called for (six of them double-page, one coloured) and 239 lithographed plates
(including the portrait of Dumont d’Urville) numbered 1-243 (the numbering allows for the maps
but here, as in bound sets, they are placed as a separate group), and including four “bis” plates, that
is plates added late in the count and given “b” numbers: 141, 144, 157, 224); 61 of the plates are in
colour. Paris, 1833.
Atlas Botanique. Folio folder containing the 80 unbound plates divided into two parts: I. Flore de la
Nouvelle Zelande, with 41 plates (numbered 1-39 with two additional “bis” plates, 17 and 34), eight
of them in sepia tone and two with extra colour; II. Sertum Astrolabianum, with 39 engraved plates.
Paris, 1834.
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Atlas Zoologique. Folio folder containing altogether 191 unbound plates in these sections: Mammals, 28
plates (23 coloured); Birds, 31 coloured plates; Fish, 12 coloured plates (numbered 1-20 but eight were
never published); Molluscs, 94 coloured plates (numbered 1-93 and extra “bis” plate 66); Zoophytes, 26
coloured plates.
Lepidoptera. Folio folder containing 12 unbound engraved plates, all in colour. Paris, 1832-34.
Atlas Hydrographique. One volume, double folio, with 42 engraved maps, charts, and plans (19 of them
are large double-page maps), and three final plates of coloured coastal-profile views, one of New
Zealand scenes and the others showing a variety of coasts including Tasmania and Vanikoro, with a
double-page engraved meteorological table. Paris, 1833.
THE PLATES
The 240 plates in the Atlas Historique include wonderful topographical views of Australia and New
Zealand (lists of these are available on request). Altogether forty of the plates are of Australian scenes,
including a remarkable series of twelve views of King George Sound (present-day Albany), eight of
Port Jackson and Sydney, and a remarkable suite of fourteen views of Tasmania, mainly of scenes
around Hobart. Other views include the earliest depiction of Victoria, and views of Kangaroo Island
and Jervis Bay.
Thirty-one of the plates are of New Zealand scenery and inhabitants, including a wonderful series of
portraits of individual Mãori.
Superb plates depict the scenery and inhabitants of New Guinea (17 plates), as well as Tonga, Fiji,
Vanikoro and many other islands in the Pacific. A full listing of all the Historique plates is available
on request.
The natural history atlases have sections on botany (with an emphasis on the flora of New
Zealand), mammals, birds, fish, insects, molluscs, and zoophytes. (Lists available on request).
The hydrographical atlas is notable for its superb maps of the Pacific, among the finest ever produced,
and for an important series of charts of Australia (especially of Bass Strait) and New
Zealand. “After Cook, d’Urville made perhaps the greatest contribution to the mapping of Australia
and New Zealand” (Tooley, The Mapping of Australia, p.65). The atlas includes a close examination of
Vanikoro, of particular interest to the French since the identification of it as La Pérouse’s final port-ofcall.
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THE VOYAGE
The Astrolabe (Duperrey’s old ship the Coquille, renamed in honour of La Pérouse) sailed from
Toulon in April 1826. Dumont d’Urville was instructed to explore the principal island groups
in the South Pacific, completing the work of the Duperrey voyage, on which the commander
himself had been a naturalist. Huge amounts of scientific data and specimens would be collected,
described, and illustrated in the publication of the voyage.
The expedition stopped at the Cape of Good Hope, passed through Bass Strait visiting Port
Phillip, and arrived at Sydney on 1 December 1828. Both Sydney and Parramatta (where Dumont
d’Urville visited Samuel Marsden) are extensively described and illustrated in the Atlas Historique,
and the illustrations of Port Phillip are the first of today’s Melbourne. The expedition sailed for
New Zealand in January 1827, explored Tasman Bay, found a pass between an island in Cook
Strait and the northern shore of South Island (the island consequently named D’Urville and the
strait French Strait) and worked up the coast of North Island, completing the ‘most comprehensive
exploration of the islands since Cook’s death’.
They made Tonga in April 1827, explored the Fiji Archipelago, New Britain, and New Guinea.
In November, after a stop at Amboina, they coasted along the north-west coast of Australia and
reached Tasmania. In 1828 they continued to Vanikoro in search of traces of La Pérouse, and
stopped at Guam in the Marianas, before returning via the Cape of Good Hope, reaching Marseille
on 25 March 1829.
Ferguson, 1341; Hill, 504; Hocken, pp. 47-8; New Zealand National Bibliography, 1687; Nissen, BBI 555 - IVB 75 - ZBI 1199; Sabin, 21210.
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DEPARTURE MEDAL FOR THE FIRST DUMONT D’URVILLE EXPEDITION
179. [DUMONT D’URVILLE: FIRST ASTROLABE VOYAGE] CHARLES X.
Bronze Medal for the first voyage of the Astrolabe.
Bronze medal, 50 mm. Paris, Depaulis, 1826.

Rare original medallion commemorating the departure on 25 April 1826 of the first voyage
of the Astrolabe to the South Seas, under the command of Dumont d’Urville. The Astrolabe
(Duperrey’s old ship the Coquille renamed in honour of La Pérouse) was instructed to explore
the principal island groups in the South Pacific, completing the work of the Duperrey voyage,
on which the commander had been a naturalist. The expedition sailed via the Cape of Good
Hope, through Bass Strait, stopped at Port Phillip, and arrived at Sydney on 1 December 1828.
Important mapping work was carried out on the coasts of New Zealand, both islands. After
calling at Hobart and hearing the news of Dillon’s discoveries of what seemed to be relics of
the La Pérouse voyage, they sailed to Vanikoro where they confirmed that it was the restingplace of the La Pérouse expedition.
The full inscription on the reverse of the medal reads: “S.A.R. Monseigneur Le Dauphin,
Amiral de France. M. Le Cte Chabrol de Crouzol, Pair de France, Ministre de la Marine. M.
Dumont D’Urville, Captaine de Frégate, comt. l’Expédition”.
Marquess of Milford Haven, ‘British and Foreign Naval Medals’, 190.

$3250 [3808837 at hordern.com]				
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THE FULL NARRATIVE ACCOUNT OF DUMONT D’URVILLE’S EXPEDITION TO THE ANTARCTIC, THE PACIFIC, AUSTRALIA A & NEW ZEALAND
180. [DUMONT D’URVILLE: SECOND ASTROLABE VOYAGE]

DUMONT D’URVILLE, Jules Sebastien César and
Clément-Adrien VINCENDON-DUMOULIN.
Voyage au Pole sud et dans l’Oceanie… Histoire du Voyage……
Ten volumes bound in five, uniformly bound in modern green cloth, spines lettered in gilt. Paris, Gide, 1841-1846.

Dumont d’Urville’s second expedition, the last and one of the most successful of the great French
scientific grands voyages. The full publication of the voyage ran to an extraordinary 32 volumes, but the
ten-volume section offered here represents the complete “Histoire du Voyage”, therefore the full narrative of the 1837-40 expedition in the Astrolabe and the Zelée to the Antarctic and parts of the Pacific, to
Australia and New Zealand.
“The aims of this expedition were to explore the south polar regions and various island groups in the
Pacific. The expedition reached the ice pack in January 1838 but failed to penetrate it or get south of
the 64th parallel. Returning eastward they visited the South Orkney and South Shetland Islands, and
discovered Joinville Island and Louis Philippe Land. Then they proceeded to Valparaiso and Juan
Fernandez Island and landed at Mangareva, the Marquesas, Tahiti, Samoa, and Tonga. Proceeding to
Fiji, Guam, and Palau, the ships afterwards coasted along New Guinea and circumnavigated Borneo.
In 1840, from Tasmania, they returned to the Antarctic region where Adelie Land was discovered.
An extensive visit was made to New Zealand. The return voyage took them through Torres Strait to
Timor, La Reunion and St. Helena…” (Hill catalogue: the Hill collection copy also comprises only this
Historique section).
The voyage was one of the three nationalistic Antarctic expeditions of the late 1830s/early 1840s, the
others being Wilkes’s United States Exploring Expedition and Ross’s voyage of the Erebus and Terror.
After circumnavigating three times, twice under his own command, it was a tragic irony that d’Urville
died in the first train crash, at Versailles. He had finished only the first three volumes of the narrative
account of this great expedition; the other seven volumes were the work of Vincendon-Dumoulin, the
voyage’s hydrographer.
Hill, 508 (later issue - Rosove A2) Rosove, 105-1(-10).A1; Spence 399 (part).
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SCARCE ACCOUNT OF THE ANTARCTIC VOYAGE, ENCOURAGED AND EDITED BY JACQUES ARAGO
181. [DUMONT D’URVILLE: SECOND ASTROLABE VOYAGE]

LE GUILLOU, Elie Jean Francois.
Voyage autour du monde de l’Astrolabe et de la Zélée…
Two volumes, octavo, with 30 fine lithograph plates; contemporary French quarter dark morocco, covers ornately decorated in gilt, gilt edges.
Paris, Berquet et Petion, 1842.

Very scarce narrative of Dumont d’Urville’s second expedition, by the chief surgeon aboard the Zélée. Le
Guillou had been excluded from the collaboration of talent which produced the official account of the
voyage, following a misunderstanding with Dumont d’Urville, and enlisted the help of the artist and writer
Jacques Arago to prepare his own account for publication. Arago had been the official artist on the Freycinet
expedition, and his book on the Freycinet voyage in its various versions (following Arago’s blindness it was
published as “Souvenirs d’un aveugle”) had proved one of the most popular travel accounts of the first half
of the nineteenth century. Le Guillou’s book unashamedly follows the narrative style of Arago’s, and its
lithographs have a distinct similarity to Arago’s own somewhat eccentric illustrations. Indeed, the original
binding of this coy is inscribed “J. Arago” on its spines, an understandable mistake by the binder since
Arago’s name is rather larger on the title-page than is Le Guillou’s.
This first edition of Le Guillou’s book appeared in two forms, the other version with its title-page differently
worded, beginning with the words “Complément aux Souvenirs d’un Aveugle” - showing even more openly
its connection with Arago’s earlier book. Priority of the two issues is not certain, although this issue is
probably the earlier and certainly seems on the evidence of the few bibliographical listings to be slightly rarer
than the other. There were two further editions within two years.
The publication was controversial: it was felt to be slighting the memory of Dumont d’Urville and provoked
an angry response “Protestation des membres de l’expédition au Pôle austral et dans l’Océanie contre une
attaque injurieuse à la mémoire du contre-amiral Dumont d’Urville” published in Annales maritimes et
coloniales for 1842.
The fine lithograph plates, mostly the work of Legrand, give a quite different picture of the progress of the
expedition than the formal published account. The two main visits to Australia – to Torres Strait and Port
Essington, and later Tasmania – are both described at length, and each has a lithograph illustration.
Hill, 1001 (this issue); not in Spence; O’Reilly-Reitman, 955 (the other issue); Rosove, 202.A1.a; this issue not in Ferguson, but see Addenda 3437a for the other issue, and 3646
and 3852 for later editions).

$8000 [5000451 at hordern.com]						
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COMPILED FROM FAMILY PAPERS
182. [DUMONT D’URVILLE: SECOND ASTROLABE VOYAGE]

SOUDRY DU KERVEN, Aloysia.
Dumont d’Urville: pages intimes.
Large octavo, with a frontispiece portrait; contemporary quarter tan hardgrain morocco. Paris, G. Téqui, 1893.

Fine copy of the second, enlarged edition, first published in 1886: a scarce narrative of Dumont
d’Urville’s second, Antarctic voyage, compiled from unpublished family papers and intended
to give a more personal depiction of the man himself in the course of his great expedition.
$360 [5000323 at hordern.com]				
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IDEALISED GHOST-WRITING OF VOYAGE HISTORY
183. DUMONT D’URVILLE, Jules Sebastien (“publié sous la direction de…”).
Voyage pittoresque autour du monde. Resumé général des voyages de découvertes…
Two volumes, large octavo, with two large folding maps and copiously illustrated with engraved plates; a good copy in contemporary quarter dark blue polished calf, flat spines ornately gilt. Paris, L. Tenré, 1834-1835.

First edition of this “ideal” voyage around the world, with the details of places on the voyage
drawn from virtually all the major explorers, from Magellan to Laplace and including Guillaume Bligh. Although the publication uses the very commercial name of the voyaging hero
Dumont d’Urville, it is in fact a classic piece of nineteenth-century ghost writing of the kind
that might nowadays include an “as told to” author credit. The remarkable series of illustrations is a visual feast of world voyages, and particularly of the Pacific: all the images are
sourced from original voyage illustrations, chiefly from the grands voyages, many of them by
De Sainson, Dumont d’Urville’s artist on the Astrolabe voyage.
Ferguson, 1771; Hill, 505.
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DUPERREY’S COQUILLE VOYAGE
184. [DUPERREY] LOUIS XVIII.
Bronze medal for Duperrey Voyage.
Bronze medal, 51 mm. Paris, Andrieu & Puymaurin, 1822.

Bronze medal commemorating the departure of the voyage of Freycinet’s protégé LouisIsidore Duperrey to the Pacific; an excellent example, with good rich tone. A similar bronze
version is recorded in the Rex Nan Kivell collection of the National Library of Australia.
Duperrey’s expedition was principally a scientific one, and in this area was a resounding success. The Museum of Natural History had its collections enriched by some 1200 insects alone
which were mostly collected by Dumont d’Urville, who was later to make two voyages of his
own. The four-year voyage discovered new islands - for instance in the Gilbert and Caroline
groups - as well as collecting valuable meteorological data and correcting errors in existing
charts and maps.
The full description on the reverse reads: “Voyage Autour du Monde de la Corvette La Coquille. S.A.R.Mr. Le Duc D’Angoulême, Amiral de France - Mr. le Mre. de Clermont-Tonnerre,
Pair de France, Ministre de la Marine. Mr. Duperrey Lieut. De Vau., Comt. l’Expédition, 1822”.
Marquess of Milford Haven, ‘British and Foreign Naval Medals’, 189.

$4200 [3808835 at hordern.com]				
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IMPORTANT MAPPING OF THE PACIFIC FROM DUPERREY’S VOYAGE OF 1822-25
185. DUPERREY, Louis-Isidore.
Voyage autour du monde. Hydrographie Atlas.
Folio, with 49 maps (18 folding) and four plates of boats, crisp tall impressions; an excellent copy in old French quarter calf
over papered boards. Paris, Arthus Bertrand, 1827.

The complete hydrographical atlas from the Duperrey voyage, published as part of one of
the immense French grands voyages series. As with most of these publications, the various
components could also be bought separately, sometimes even being produced by different
publishers. In fact full publication of the Duperrey voyage was never completed. His hydrographic work tended, as Dunmore comments, ‘towards perfecting existing maps rather than
preparing charts of unknown areas’. As a result, the beautiful maps clearly display their debt
to the earlier explorers, and include the discoveries and vessel tracks of luminaries such as
Cook, Bougainville, La Pérouse, Bligh and Flinders.
Duperrey’s voyage gathered ‘vast quantities of ethnographic and scientific data’ (Hill), and
included two visits to the Australian mainland. The details of the harbours at the Brisbane
River and Macquarie Harbour in Nouvelle Hollande are attributed in the cartouche to Oxley
and Evans respectively. The wonderful map of the Bay of Islands reflects the two weeks that
the Duperrey expedition spent there in 1824.
Ferguson, 1069(n); Hill, 517; O’Reilly-Reitman, 822.
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RARE PRINTING, RECORDING FIRST EUROPEAN CONTACT WITH THIS MICRONESIAN ISLAND
186. [DUPERREY] LESSON, René-Primevère.
Notice sur l’ile Oualan ou Strong…
Octavo, 92 pp; a fine uncut copy in half morocco binding, preserving original printed wrappers. Paris, Goetschy, 1825.

A very rare pamphlet: a separately published extract, complete with half-title, title and printed
wrappers, from issues 79 and 80 of the Parisian “Journal des Voyages”. Such extracts or
offprints were commonly for use by the author at this period, and indeed the present example
is one presented by Lesson to a contemporary, Desmarest.
Lesson’s important early study of the Micronesian island now known as Kosrae in the
eastern Caroline Isles was based on observations and experiences during the important visit
of Duperrey’s Coquille expedition in mid-1824. The French voyage made the first recorded
European visit to the islands, which had been first sighted though not visited by the Spanish
navigator Álvaro de Saavedra in 1529. Lesson described all aspects of the island and its social
makeup - which was based on a matriarchal system of feudalism. The 11-page vocabulary that
he includes is an important study of the pre-contact language of the island.
Provenance: M. Desmarest (author’s presentation inscription in ink on front wrapper); Geoffrey Ingleton (Sydney collector and naval historian; with bookplate).
$3700 [5000362 at hordern.com]				
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DUPERREY’S SURGEON GIVES HIS ACCOUNT
187. [DUPERREY] LESSON, René-Primevère.
Voyage Medical autour du monde…
Octavo, some light spots but a good uncut copy in the original plain dark blue wrappers with printed spine label. Paris, Roret,
1829.

A surprisingly rare voyage account, by the surgeon on the Duperrey expedition. Lesson
succeeded to the post after the existing surgeon Garnot had to be put ashore in Sydney for ill
health. He prepared a report, as was normal practice on French exploring voyages, to hand
to the health department at the Ministry of Marine as soon as the expedition reached France.
Lesson says that he later showed the report to a number of his medical colleagues and was
persuaded to publish it.
This is not a dry, medical report so much as a narrative of the voyage, interspersed with the
scientific observations of a medically-educated man. Lesson includes as a supplement his
lengthy anthropological memoir on the races of Oceania, Malaysia and Australia. The book is
particularly interesting as Lesson - in this and his later Voyage autour du monde (1838) provided the only separately-published narrative of the voyage: Duperrey’s own account was
never completed.
O’Reilly-Reitman, 4216 and 9040; not in the catalogue of the Hill collection
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WITH COLOURED NATURAL HISTORY PLATES
188. [DUPERREY] LESSON, René Primevère.
Voyage autour du Monde…
Two volumes, octavo, with altogether 42 engravings (vol. 1: portrait frontispiece and 12 plates, one folding; vol. 2: frontispiece
and nine plates, one folding, and a suite of 19 coloured plates of natural history); in an attractive contemporary French binding
of quarter red morocco with calf with glazed papered sides, flat spines gilt in romantique style. Paris, P. Pourrat Frères, 1839.

The naturalist’s account of the voyage of the Coquille, the French scientific expedition under
the command of Louis-Isidore Duperrey. This is the deluxe issue with the natural history
plates in colour, including illustrations of the lyre bird, wombat, platypus, opossum, kangaroo
and various parrots. The other images in the two volumes illustrate views as well as costumes,
objects and tools, and coastal profiles. Lesson was the naturalist and doctor on Duperrey’s
voyage (among many distinctions, he was the first naturalist to see birds of paradise in the
wild). His narrative account is of special interest as this and his Voyage médical were the
only separate descriptions to be published, since the official history of the voyage was never
completed. Otherwise only the “Observations personelles” of Dumont d’Urville as a young
officer on the voyage appeared (in volume III of the publication of the later Astrolabe voyage
under his command). This is one of two issues; the other has the first volume dated 1838 on
the title-page (and according to Ferguson 2533 has only 37 plates). A four-volume version with
just four plates was published in Brussels in 1839.
The expedition travelled extensively throughout the Pacific, including Tahiti and the
Solomons, and stopped at Port Jackson before sailing to the Bay of Islands. The substantial
Sydney section covers some eighty pages, while the New Zealand narrative is even longer,
running to more than a hundred pages. Lesson was a careful and lively observer. He received
little formal education and joined the navy as medical assistant; here his natural aptitude was
recognised and formal training as a surgeon ensued. Lesson was fascinated by natural history
from a young age, and relished the many opportunities offered during the voyage of the
Coquille.
Ferguson, 2787; Hill, 1012; Hocken, p. 73; NZNB, 3134; O’Reilly-Reitman, 828.
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INCLUDING AUSTRALIAN SPECIES
189. [DUPERREY] LESSON, René-Primevère.
Moeurs, Instinct et Singularités de la Vie des Animaux Mammifères.
Octavo; a very good copy in contemporary quarter calf. Paris, Paulin, 1842.

Very scarce: five Australian species are included in this zoological study. Most of the
mammals discussed would have been encountered by Lesson during his three-year voyage
under Duperrey and Dumont d’Urville. As naval surgeon on the Coquille, Lesson visited
Brazil, the Falklands, Tahiti, New Holland, New Zealand and New Guinea. In addition to his
medical duties, Lesson worked with Dumont d’Urville in collecting botanical and
entomological specimens. His is the only complete account of the voyage. He achieved additional fame for his work on hummingbirds.
Despite its Australian interest this is not recorded by Ferguson.
Not in Ferguson; not in Wood.
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MEDAL FOR THE DEPARTURE OF FREYCINET ON THE URANIE
190. [FREYCINET: URANIE VOYAGE] LOUIS XVIII.
Bronze Medal for the Voyage of the Uranie.
Bronze medal, 41 mm. Paris, Puymaurin & Andrieu, 1817.

Bronze example of the medal struck to commemorate the sailing of the Uranie for Australia
and the Pacific in 1817 under Freycinet.
The Uranie landed at Shark Bay on the West Coast of Australia, on 12 September 1818, where
an observatory was set up. After visiting Timor and the Hawaiian Islands they reached Port
Jackson in November 1818. They left on Boxing Day that year on a course for Cape Horn but
on 13 February 1820 the ship was wrecked off the Falkland Islands. However all the crew and
most of the records of the voyage and natural history specimens were saved and the voyage
was completed on the Physicienne.
The voyage was organised by the French government to make observations on geography,
magnetism and meteorology, and became noteworthy for its natural history discoveries. This
scientific bent is reflected in the detailed lettering on the obverse, which has the main caption
‘Hemisphere Austral. Physique Astronomie’. The design for this side of the medal is signed Puymaurin. The reverse of the medal shows the bust of Louis XVIII, designed by F. Andrieu.
Marquess of Milford Haven, ‘British and Foreign Naval Medals’, 188.
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FIRST PRINTED ACCOUNT OF THE URANIE VOYAGE
191. FREYCINET, Louis de.
Rapport fait à l’Académie Royale des Sciences… sur son Voyage autour du monde…
Octavo, 32 pp, sewn (as two gatherings) but unbound as issued, in excellent condition; ms correction by deletion of a word on
p 12; by rearrangement of two phrases on p 18; preserved in a cloth case. Paris, 1820.

Extremely scarce: Louis de Freycinet’s first printed account of the voyage of the Uranie to
Australia and the Pacific, under his command, from 1817 to 1820. The voyage had only
returned to Le Havre in mid-September 1820 and while he and his scientists no doubt made
the rounds of institutes and drawing rooms, this elusive piece is the first known record of
Freycinet’s earliest substantial description of his completed voyage. It prints the text of the talk
he gave to the French Academy of Sciences, one of the academies which comprise the Institut
de France.
As he notes in his opening remarks, the Academy had contributed to the voyage by proposing
avenues of research that could be followed in the course of the voyage, with advice on the best
way to contribute to science in general. Therefore, he says, he will now give them an account
of such work, and will begin with a simple narrative of the voyage. In fact, the narrative is
thorough, occupying 28 pages of the 32-page printing, while the various notes on scientific or
technical aspects are covered in just the final four pages.
This is the only copy of the report that we have ever seen; it is now with us a second time (we
sold it originally in 1990). It is not recorded by Ferguson, nor by the catalogue of the Hill collection, nor by Forbes’ Hawaiian Bibliography, for all of which it would be a significant piece.
$7850 [5000336 at hordern.com]				
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EARLIEST PUBLICATION OF ROSE’S FAMOUS JOURNAL
192. FREYCINET, Rose de. DUPLOMB, Charles, editor.
Campagne de l’Uranie (1817-1820). Journal…
Quarto, with 25 plates, mostly coloured; a fine copy, with the original printed front wrapper, in contemporary quarter morocco. Paris,
Société d’Editions Géographiques, Maritimes et Coloniales, 1927.

A very scarce book, published only in limited numbers: the first published version of Rose de
Freycinet’s voyage journal, the only great voyage account told from a woman’s point of view. This
is the first edition of this celebrated journal of the Uranie voyage, kept by its famous clandestine
participant, trhe commander’s wife. Rose de Freycinet was smuggled aboard, disguised in men’s
clothing, before the ship left Toulon in 1817. She returned to France three years later as a heroine after
a voyage which had taken her to South America, South Africa, Mauritius, West Australia, Timor, the
Moluccas, New Guinea, the Carolines, Guam, Hawaii, and New South Wales. They had survived
hardships ranging from an attack by Algerian pirates to their shipwreck in the Falklands, when the
Uranie was wrecked in French Bay, forcing Freycinet to purchase the American ship Mercury for the
return voyage to France.
Rose’s journal was compiled from her journal kept for a close friend, and supplemented for this
publication with various letters written during the voyage to her mother. She was an acute observer,
and gave an honest, first-hand account of the voyage. Other descriptions of the voyage mention her
only with circumspection, as her presence on board was distinctly against the rules. Her journal
was not published in this form until a century after the voyage, and it has since formed the basis of
several other works (including Marnie Bassett’s Realms and Islands and Phoebe Vincent’s A woman
of courage: The journal of Rose de Freycinet on her voyage around the world 1817-1820). This handsome
publication is especially notable for the twenty-five lovely colour plates after original drawings by
Arago and Pellion, including several famous Australian scenes. Hill comments that Madame
Freycinet’s presence caused some disruption among the crew, but she was immensely popular in
most of the voyage’s ports of call, and is now recognised as one of the great romantic figures of
exploration. Although cautious about using her name in any official publication, Freycinet did name
Rose Island in the Samoan island chain as well as “Cap Rose” in Shark Bay, after her.
Rose de Freycinet survived only twelve years after their return, dying from cholera in 1832, aged
thirty-six.
Borba de Moraes, I, p. 328; Chadenat, 1607; Hill, 652 (in error listing 28 plates).
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THE ARTIST’S ACCOUNT OF THE FREYCINET EXPEDITION: FIRST EDITION WITH SEPARATE ATLAS
193. [FREYCINET] ARAGO, Jacques Etienne Victor.
Promenade autour du Monde pendant les années 1817, 1818, 1819 et 1820…
Two volumes text, octavo, modern half calf; with Atlas, small folio, with separate title, table and 23 lithograph plates; the text volumes uncut,
in half calf bindings, the atlas in old papered boards. Paris, Leblanc, Imprimeur-Libraire, 1822.

First edition (the earlier of two issues identified by Forbes in the Hawaiian National Bibliography) of this
personal and sometimes eccentric narrative of the Freycinet expedition: an informal account by the
voyage’s official artist, written in the form of letters to a friend, it deliberately omits the “eternal repetition of winds, currents, longitude and latitude”. Extensive portions relate to Australia, with descriptions
of Sydney, the Blue Mountains, and of meetings with Governor Macquarie and John Oxley. “The text
volumes are scarce and the atlas rare” (Davidson). It offers a significant alternative narrative of the
Freycinet expedition, one of the most important of all voyages to the Pacific.
Written and illustrated by the voyage’s official artist Jacques Arago, whose liothogrpahs here are quite
different to his prolific illustrations in the official account of the voyage. These are notably free by
comparison and show his great interest in the native peoples encountered. ‘Several of the plates record
somewhat gruesome aspects of Hawaiian culture’ (Forbes). He writes too in an entertaining style with
his text reflecting his keen powers of observation, whereas the official account of the voyage was far
more serious and scientific in tone. The eccentricity of both illustrations and narrative in Arago’s account made it popular, and it was of course within the budget of the normal reader, whereas the official
narrative in its long series of volumes cost about one hundred times more.
The narrative is particularly informative about the expedition’s visits to Hawaii and Australia: in each
case they happened to visit at crucial points in the local history. They arrived in Hawaii in August 1819,
and visited Maui, Hawaii and Oahu, making the last careful examination of the native culture before it
was dismantled by western influences.
Borba de Moraes, I/44; Ferguson, 850; Forbes, Hawaiian National Bibliography, 537; Hill, 28; Sabin, 1867.

Provenance: Carl Wendell Carlsmith (Hawaiian collector, with book-ticket).
$13,500 [5000296 at hordern.com]						
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THE ARTIST’S ACCOUNT OF THE FREYCINET VOYAGE
194. [FREYCINET: URANIE VOYAGE] ARAGO, Jacques.
Narrative of a Voyage Round the World, in the Uranie and Physicienne…
Quarto, two parts in one, with a folding map and 25 lithograph plates, contemporary smooth calf, gilt, London, Treuttel and
Wurtz, 1823.

The first edition in English of this informal narrative of the Uranie voyage, the great French
expedition to Australia and the Pacific commanded by Louis de Freycinet; it is also the first appearance in English of any account of the expedition. Arago was the official artist on the voyage,
and the lithograph plates here are all after his own drawings. His narrative is highly readable,
not least because he entirely avoids the conventional forms of the voyage narrative, ignoring the
‘eternal repetition of winds, currents, longitude and lattitude’. There is a long account (almost
100 pages) of their stay in Hawaii at a crucial period in the history of the islands.
Long portions relate to Australia, with descriptions of Sydney, the Blue Mountains, and of
meetings with Governor Macquarie and John Oxley. Full of wry humour, the book takes the
form of a series of letters to a friend, and it has been suggested that the letters may originally
have been written to Arago’s brother François, the famous scientist. Certainly it is the intimacy
of their personal and anecdotal tone that makes them not only so enjoyable to read today but
such a fascinating source of the more minute details of life, especially in New South Wales and
Hawaii. The illustrations match the text in tone: these are not the formal depictions that
characterise the beautiful atlases of the full official account of the voyage, but much more informal, always charming and in some cases quite eccentric.
Despite the clear evidence of the ‘Directions for placing the Plates’ present here, there has been
some unnecessary confusion about the collation of this book. Ferguson omitted the map from
his plate count, while Hill erroneously called for a map and 26 plates. This copy, with the map
and 25 plates is complete.
Ferguson, 885; Forbes, ‘Hawaiian National Bibliography’, 562; Hill, 29; Judd, 4.
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ARAGO’S WONDERFUL NARRATIVE OF THE FREYCINET VOYAGE, IN ITS FULLEST FORM
195. [FREYCINET] ARAGO, Jacques.
Souvenirs d’un Aveugle. Voyage autour du monde. [with final volume:] Chasses-Drame…
Five volumes, octavo, with a portrait and 59 lithographic plates (a few folding) in the first four volumes and 15 plates in the fifth volume;
handsome contemporary French romantique binding of quarter red morocco, flat spines ornately decorated in gilt. Paris, Hortet et Ozanne
[& vol. 5 H.-L. Delloye], 1839-1840.

A really attractive set. This substantially changed version of Arago’s classic account of the French
circumnavigation in the Uranie under the command of Louis de Freycinet is ‘often incorrectly described
as a later edition of Arago’s Promenade… it is actually a different, more elaborate work…’ (Hill). Arago
was the official artist on the expedition, which spent considerable time in Hawaii as well as New South
Wales and Western Australia; the plates here, all after Arago’s own drawings made during the voyage,
are especially interesting for western Australia, New South Wales, Hawaii and the islands of Micronesia.
Much of the fourth volume deals with the expedition’s visit to New South Wales, and there are nine fine
lithographs of Aborigines, including detailed studies of hunting, rituals and bush dwellings. The visit to
western Australia is dealt with in the first volume, with further illustrations. The major part of the third
volume deals with Hawaii and is also extensively illustrated. The Hawaiian visit was made at a time
crucial to the history of the islands, and some of the portraits and depictions of native customs are of
considerable importance.
This set also includes the scarce fifth supplementary volume devoted to hunting. Entitled Chasses - Drame,
this is a selection of further reminiscences that had not appeared in other versions. It contains descriptions of hunting experiences during the voyage, including a 14-page description of a kangaroo hunt in
New South Wales. The scarcity of this volume is reflected by the fact it was not described by either of the
careful bibliographers Ferguson (on Australia) or Forbes (on Hawaii).
This copy has an earlier presentation inscription in Arago’s hand to ‘Monsieur Wollstonecraft, à Sydney,
par son dévoué serviteur et ami, Je. Arago’. Edward Wollstonecraft, merchant and landowner, was a senior
figure in Sydney at the time of the Freycient expedition’s visit, and evidently Arago got to know him well
then.
Ferguson, 2689a; Forbes, ‘Hawaiian National Bibliography’, 1134; Hill, 30.

Provenance: Henry L. White (with his Belltrees bookplate and shelfmarks); private collection (Sydney).
$6800 [5000320 at hordern.com]						
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THE THIRD EDITION, WITH ALL PLATES IN COLOUR AND RARE THUS
196. [FREYCINET] ARAGO, Jacques.
Souvenirs d’un Aveugle. Voyage autour du monde.
Four volumes, octavo, with two portrait frontispieces and 60 hand-coloured lithographic plates (six folding); an excellent set aside from
moderate scattered foxing and a handful of browned plates resulting from differing paper stocks (as usual), bound in uniform contemporary
French quarter calf, flat spines lettered in gilt and decorated in blind. Paris, Gayet et Lebrun, 1840. Paris, Gayet et Lebrun, 1840.

An attractive set of the rare third and best edition in which the sixty lithographs appear in handsome
original colouring. Although this was one of the most frequently published of all nineteenth-century
voyage accounts, this is the only edition in which the plates appear in this coloured form. Seldom seen on
the market, this should be ranked as one of the rarest and most prized Pacific or Australian colour-plate
books.
This is the French artist’s classic account of his circumnavigation in the Uranie under the command of
Louis de Freycinet. Occasionally sets of this edition have a fifth supplementary volume entitled
“Chasses - Drame”, but since the 15 plates in that volume were issued without colouring, and in fact it
was produced by a quite different publisher, it is only rarely added to a set, and was not described by
either of the careful bibliographers Ferguson (on Australia) or Forbes (on Hawaii).
The lively and personal narrative by the expedition’s eccentric artist is especially interesting for Western
Australia, New South Wales, Hawaii and the islands of Micronesia. The eccentricity of both illustrations
and narrative in Arago’s account when first published (as Promenade autour du monde) made it very
popular, and it was of course within the budget of the normal reader (whereas Freycinet’s official
narrative in its long series of volumes cost about a hundred times more, much as it does today).
By the time this substantially different version of his book reached the public, at first accompanied
only by black-and-white illustrations, Arago had lost his sight, hence the new title used for the work of
Souvenirs d’un aveugle (Memories of a Blind Man). As noted in the catalogue of the Hill collection of one
of the earlier uncoloured issues, this version is often erroneously catalogued as a later edition of Arago’s
Promenade, when in fact the narrative has been considerably enriched and Arago shows an even more
witty and elaborate style, especially with the lively plates.
The lovely handcolouring of this edition means that Arago’s wonderful depictions of the Pacific are here
given full rein. Volume III of this work is almost entirely devoted to Hawaii, with portraits of Young,
and Queen Kanoé, alongside many other scenes: the elaborate and colourful headgear and dress of the
Hawaiian warriors is especially beautiful. Of equal interest is the large section of the book devoted to
Australia, with no less than five plates depicting Aborigines of New Holland.
Ferguson, 2906; Forbes, ‘Hawaiian National Bibliography’, 1189; Hill, 30 (earlier uncoloured version).
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*BSENT FROM MOST BIBLIOTHÈQUES
197. [FREYCINET] ARAGO, Jacques.
Voyage autour du Monde sans la Lettre A.
Duodecimo; very good in the original yellow printed wrappers, preserved in a green cloth case. Paris, Typ. Beaulé et Cie, 1853.

Fine copy of this delightful oddity. The explorer (he signs himself “J.cques.r.go”) here sets
himself the downright weird mission of describing his trip throughout the world without
using one very helpful vowel; the title gives his conceit some trouble, but for the rest of the
text he is good to his word.
On the Freycinet expedition he cruised extensively in the south, visiting Sydney. One prominent section of the book is devoted to Chile, Peru, etc., before he discusses rolling on before the
vents d’Est to visit the Chinese. He dislikes the “uncivilised” Moluques, quickly discusses the
group possessed by the French in 1842, before referring to Sir Hudson Lowe (who imprisoned
the exiled emperor) in terms most hellish.
The writer is fond of the most prominent of the Society Isles (rendered, of course, “Cythère”).
He mentions the well-known Rose de Freycinet, who would not desert her spouse, but resorts
to footnotes to identify some people or sites; this dodge is required when he mentions the
prototype of Robinson Crusoe, Mr Selkirk, but, moreover, necessity forces him to pretend
Cook, not his less renowned predecessor, discovered Cythére. Thirty summers went by before
the writer confessed to overlooking the French word for “would be”.
Not known in most bibliothèques.
“This curiosity is very difficult to find” (Borba de Moraes).

$5250 [5000493 at hordern.com]				
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THE VOYAGE OF THE FAVORITE, WITH VISITS TO PORT JACKSON, HOBART, AND THE BAY OF ISLANDS
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198. LAPLACE, Cyrille Pierre Théodore.
Voyage autour du monde par les mers de l’Inde et de Chine…
Six volume set, comprising four volumes, octavo, text and two folio atlases; the Historical Atlas with 72 aquatint plates on papier de chine, press-mounted onto larger sheets, the Hydrographical Atlas with 11 plates and charts, mostly double-page; a few
wood-engraved vignettes in the text; clean tear in one plate neatly repaired; a fine and most attractive set in French quarter
dark green calf and marbled boards, spines banded and decorated in gilt with crimson and black labels. Paris, Imprimerie
Royale, 1833-1835.

The official publication of Laplace’s important circumnavigation on the Favorite. The French
career sailor had been commissioned to command an expedition to India, the East Indies, and
Southeast Asia, and on to the South Pacific and Oceania. “The purpose of this voyage was
chiefly to show the French flag in eastern and other waters, in order to re-establish French
influence over Indo-China and the Pacific. The voyage was also very successful scientifically…
Laplace visited Singapore, Manila, Canton, Batavia, Chile, and other ports. The Album Historique contains seventy-two beautiful aquatint plates, proof impressions on India paper. They
are some of the most beautiful plates of the genre in existence” (Hill).
This rare set comprises the complete historical account of the voyage, with the addition of the
scarce hydrographical atlas. The published voyage is normally seen with only the historical
section; the hydrographical atlas was published quite separately and is not often found added
to sets. Supplementary volumes on lepidoptera and zoology were also published.
The beautiful Historical Atlas contains a remarkable series of very finished aquatint plates,
printed on thin papier de Chine, and then mounted with pressure onto blank sheets, an
advanced and striking style of presentation. These images were mainly by Barthélemy Lauvergne (1805-1871) or Edmond-François Pâris (1806-1893) and were prepared under the direction of the voyage artist Louis Auguste de Sainson (1801-1887), with a few of the plates being
made from his own originals, probably dating from Dumont d’Urville’s Astrolabe voyage on
which in fact all three artists had sailed.

and Malacca, Australia and New Zealand. Others show the Ile de Bourbon (Réunion), Rio de
Janeiro, Valparaiso, the Philippines, and China. The bibliographer Sabin described them as
“Perhaps the finest series of plates of any of the picturesque voyages”. Eleven plates depict
native peoples and exotic costume of the countries visited.
The expedition made important visits to both Australia and New Zealand. In Sydney the
Frenchmen proved a popular addition to the colony’s social calendar, Laplace describing
finding the daily round of ‘excursions, banquets and balls’ as so exhausting that he had to
set sail to gain some rest! Their stay is illustrated with two very fine and well-known plates
of Woolloomooloo and Sydney Harbour, while the description of their visit to Tasmania is
accompanied by a fine view of Hobart. During that time, and following the development of a
number of illnesses in the Asian ports, two sailors were buried on Bruny Island, and another
three died in hospital in Hobart in July 1832. Accompanying the description of the New
Zealand visit is the splendid depiction of French sailors assisted by Mãori hauling fishing
lines in from the sea at Kororareka (Russell). The maps include the remarkable “Plan de la
Riviere Kawa-Kawa”, the highly detailed charting of the mouth of the Kawakawa river at the
southern end of the Bay of Islands.
The superb and very large maps in the hydrographical atlas are almost entirely the work of
the famous naval commander Edmond-François Pâris, who had started his naval career as
an élève on the Astrolabe under the command of Dumont d’Urville, sailed as an officer on the
Favorite on this, Laplace’s first voyage, and sailed again with Laplace on the Artémise in her
final voyage of 1837-1840.
This is a splendid set of this important voyage account.
Borba de Moraes 1, p457/8; Brunet III-834-835; Cordier, 2426; Ferguson, 1669; Hill, 980; Sabin, 38985.
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The sixty-one views encompass several striking depictions of the Favorite at sea, and illustrate
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LAPLACE’S SECOND VOYAGE, MOST IMPORTANT FOR TAHITI AND HAWAII
199. LAPLACE, Cyrille Pierre Theodore.
Campagne de circumnavigation de la frégate l’Artémise…
Six volumes, octavo, with 2 large folding engraved maps, partly coloured, and 31 engraved plates; contemporary French quarter red
morocco and pebble-grain sides; spines decorated in blind between raised bands and lettered in gilt, gilt edges. Paris, Arthus Bertrand,
1841-1854.

A handsome set of the official account of Laplace’s second voyage, one of the most important
19th-century circumnavigations, most interesting for the accounts of its visits to Tahiti and Hawaii,
and for its analysis of the relationships between the various competing colonial powers and their
treatment of indigenous populations, both in the Pacific and elsewhere. “The objectives of this
voyage were to advance wherever possible French political and commercial interests in the Pacific,
particularly with regard to Tahiti and Hawaii.
“Laplace arrived in Honolulu on July 9, 1839. His visit had the specific intention of redressing
‘grievances’ of French citizens, and reinforcing treaty agreements, and it has been described as one
of ‘avowed hostility’ (Judd and Lind). Captain Laplace had instructions to impress upon the king of
the Hawaiian Islands the power of France, and by issuing a ‘Manifesto,’ to demand satisfaction for
wrongs done to French citizens; achieve freedom of worship for the Catholic religion and freedom
from persecution for Catholics; and ensure the introduction of French priests, the importation of
wines and brandies, and the trial of French nationals by foreign juries. He forced the Hawaiian
government to sign a treaty to this effect, and he demanded and received twenty thousand dollars
as guarantee of good conduct and a salute of 21 guns to the flag of France. The cash guarantee,
which literally emptied the Hawaiian treasury, was not returned to the Hawaiian government for a
number of years.
“The fine quality engraved views in the text volumes depict scenes where stops were made during
the course of the voyage. These include Monterey, California, Port Arthur, Tasmania, Papeete,
Manila, Macao, Calcutta, and Bombay. There is one Hawaiian plate in this work… ‘Honorourou,
Capitale dOuahou, vu du Mouillage’…” (Forbes).
Dunmore II, pp. 317-340; Forbes 1298; Hill 981; Hunnewell, p.50; Howgego L13; Judd, 105; O’Reilly-Reitman, 984; Sabin 38983.
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NEW ZEALAND, TAHITI AND THE MARQUESAS
200. REYBAUD, Louis.
La Polynésie et les Iles Marquises; voyages et marine accompagnés d’un voyage en Abyssinie
et d’un coup-d’oeil sur la canalisation de l’isthme de Panama…
Octavo; a good copy in contemporary quarter calf. Paris, Librairie de Guillaumin, 1843.

Scarce: a series of pieces by the economist and journalist Louis Reybaud (1799-1819), best
known for his satirical attacks on the bourgeoisie, The articles collected here concentrate
mainly on voyages in the South Seas, with chapters on Laplace in Tahiti on the Artemise and
Dumont d’Urville’s second voyage with Astrolabe and Zelée. A long section on the history and
colonization of New Zealand translates the 1838 House of Lords Select Committee Report
“Present State of the Islands of New Zealand”. He also writes about the Marquesas, the
isthmus of Panama, details a trip to southern Abyssinia, and discusses the future of the French
navy.
Bagnall, 4848; Hill, 1442; not in Hocken or Kroepelien.
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THE FIRST OFFICIAL FRENCH VOYAGE AFTER BAUDIN
201. ROQUEFEUIL, Camille de.
Journal d’un Voyage Autour du Monde, pendant les annees 1816, 1817, 1818 et 1819.
Two volumes, octavo, with two folding maps; a fine set in quarter calf. Paris, Ponthieu, Lesage et Gide, 1823.

First edition of the only account of this, the first official French voyage after Baudin. Roquefeuil’s
ship, the Bordelais, visited the Pacific and the Northwest coast of America. A very scarce book:
this is the first of two editions in French. An abridged translation into English appeared in the
same year and the extensive Californian section appeared in the Early Californian Travels series in
1954.
A naval lieutenant, Camille de Roquefeuil was subsequenrly appointed to the governorship of
Reunion Island. On the voyage described here he left France in October 1816, and after stops
in Tierra del Fuego, Valparaiso, Lima and San Francisco (the first French visit to the Bay area),
explored the Galapagos Islands, and made his way up the American coast to Alaska to purchase
furs. He spent the winter of 1817-1818 in Hawaii, travelled the Pacific and sold his furs in Macao
before returning to Bordeaux by way of the Cape. His journal provides one of the most comprehensive descriptions of Indian life in British Columbia in the early nineteenth century, as well as
on the living conditions of the inhabitants of the island of Nootka.
‘Hawaii was sighted on January 8th, 1819 and the Bordelais remained in Hawaiian waters until
the 26th of the month. The author visited the islands of Kahoolawe, Maui, Lanai, Molokai, and
ultimately Oahu. Important remarks on Kamehameha appear in a long footnote…’ (Forbes). ‘Attempts at trading in California, Nootka and Sitka were financial failures. Despite lack of profit
however France now had an up-to-date report on conditions on the west coast of America from
California to the Aleutians, on Hawaii, the Marquesas, and on the prospects for trade in each of
these areas…’ (Hill, of the English edition).
Cowan, p.195; Hawaii One Hundred, 32; Forbes, 569; Hill, 156483 (English abridgment only); Lada-Mocarski, 86; O’Reilly-Reitman, 790; Sabin, 73149.
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RARE: BY THE HYDROGRAPHER OF THE DUPERREY EXPEDITION
202. VINCENDON-DUMOULIN, Clément-Adrien and César DESGRAZ.
Iles Marquises ou Nouka-Hiva…
Octavo, with four maps (two folding); original quarter cloth, a fine copy. Paris, Arthus Bertrand, 1843.

Scarce and important work on the Marquesas by Vincendon-Dumoulin, the eminent French
scientist who travelled as hydrographer on Dumont d’Urville’s second expedition to the
Pacific and was responsible for much of the published narrative of the expedition following
d’Urville’s premature death. Vincendon-Dumoulin’s book is usually cited as one of the chief
sources for our history of the Marquesas in the post-discovery period, especially valuable
since it is at least partly based on direct personal observation. Dumont d’Urville’s secretary,
César Desgraz, helped him with the compilation and is credited as co-author on the title-page.
Additional information, including ethnological updates, is included in the sub-chapter titled
‘Notice phrenologique et ethnologique sur les naturels de l’archipel Nouka-Hiva’ by Pierre
Marie Dumoutier, a phrenologist aboard Dumont d’Urville’s second expedition. Furthermore,
this book publishes Du Petit-Thouars’ report on the Marquesas.
Hill, 1777; Kroepelien, 1327; O’Reilly-Reitman, 4751.
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Hobart, as seen during the visit of the Dumont d’Urville expedition – from catalogue number 178
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